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coast, and the staggered plat;
Edwin R. Bayley, Dean of the
nal, Bayle! _c orresponded with
forms llave been quilted to
GtrathduaUte .Scho?l .of Journalism
othbeli~ let?dmgb nehw.spaph~rs a11d
resemble sand. Explained a
e mvers1ty of California,
pu ca 10ns ot m t 1s coun·
Frielund, "This is kind of an
Berkely, and Lawrence -.. aluintry al}d abroad. From 1952 to
"
i
lnNus,
l
k
· ~~esday, , 1953 , hdewtasf th~-w·1sconsmcord·
·
~vocative
but simple
abstracw .speaUt?1s
t1on. We didn 't want to make a
ov. .17 ' m a mvers1t)'. Con·
respon en or -.. m~e, 1nc., an
real sea or a real beach, we
yocat1on -at 11:10 a.m. m the
was a regular contnbutor to the
wanted
· to
abstract
ChapeL
New Republic and The
every'thing ... the quilting is an
1':1r, Ba.yley, who was ·born in
Economist· of London. In 1~59;
abstraction of the sand. "
Chicago m 1918, was educated
he traveled to the Umted
The set encompasses the auin the public schools of Kingdom wh.e re h_e worked for
Madison, Milwaukee. and Ap·
such papers as the Daily Mail
pleton before attending and the Glasgow Herald, and
Lawrence College, a~ it was
wrote about British politics and
then known, in 1936. An
culture f6r the Journal.
English major at Lawrence, he
Government Positions
, 'received a B.A. degree with
Mr. ~ayley left_the Journal in
Cutn Laude distinction along
1959 to become executive
with departmental honors in secretary to Governor Gaylord
English literature in 1940. In Nelson· of Wisconsin. There he
1941·, Mr. Bayley was employed · served as policy consultant,
as a general reporter for the director of staff activities, and
Green Bay Press Gazette and in .a s speech writer, helping the
1942, was .commissioned an en- Governor to become, on Nov. 8,
sign in the United States Naval 1960, the first Democrat to win
Reserve. Thei::e he _served as a a second term as Governor of
gunnery officer until 1946, Wisconsin since 1892.
achieving the rank of lieuteAfter serving a year as Direc·
nant.
tor of Public Information of the
Reporter for Journal .
Peace Corps, Mr. Bayley was
Photo: B ee tle
PETER DULAK and Matt McCutcheon.
In January, 1946, Mr. Bayley appointed,. in 1961, a Special
week by opening their produc- dience in the small Cloak was employed as a general Assistant to President_ John F.
·tionofThe ·Sea, a 'comedy' writ· Theatre. When ask~d why the reporter by the Milwaukee Kennedy and was assigned to
Journal. By early 1947, he the office of the Press Secretary
ten by Bond in 1972 and set on larger Stansbury stage was not
the coast of England in 1970.
used, Frielund commented,
became the Journal's political with responsibility ~or the ·
"I · feel The Sea rs a timely "We thought the show couli:l be
reporter, covering sessions of ~evelopment of special proplay," remarked_ director· Fred done with a certain intimacy."
the Wisconsin legislature as Jects. He also wrote speeches,
Gaines. ·"Timely now . as of
Costumes for The Sea have well as local, state, and na· did research for the president,
Reagan's
-inaugurati~n · been the Senior . Proj_ect ·of
tional political.campaigns. As a and traveled with Mr. Kennedy
... Although
there. s theatre major Mary Hargrave:
speci!l11st' in opposition to as· Acting Press Secretary.
nothing ·-in the script Theyarealltruetotheperiodof secrecy in . government, he
Other Awards andPositions
(that relates specjfically to the play.
·
wrote a series of 14 articles in
In 1964, Bayley became
1981), the values of 1907 are not
••I tried to duplicate the
1951 exposing secrecy in state Editor of Public Affairs Prounlike those of today. The fabric and the look of the · and local · governments in grams for National Educational
highest person -in_society, Mrs. times," remarked Hargraye,
Wisconsin. This series -won the Television (NET) in New York,
Rafi, is the most shallow, and "and at the same time em· Journal's prize for objective, . at that time the principal
Evens, the· social outcast, has phasize the character's per- , constructive reporting tha't source of national and interna·
y·e ar; and was submitted by the tional programming for educavalues which are the most sonality
and
physical
lasting."
traits-Mrs. Rafi's· petiteness. Journal for the Pulitzer Prize. tional television in .the United
Reprints of this series have States. As editor, Bayley was
The situation in the play, arid Hollarcut's bigness. Willy,
· been -used as text material by responsible for the content of
Gaines explairied, was one of too-he's the perfect prep."
· testing. "We only grow -when
The Sea includes actors Anne , various schools of Journalism programs in fields of politics,
government, foreign affairs,
· we're tested." The major test is Ritif, Gary Demichele, Camp· , in this country.
put to Willy;a 21-year old who bell Scott, Matthew McCut·
survives a shipwreck that cheon, Cheryl Horne, Peter Tonight
drowns bis best friend .. "Willy Dulak, Katie Horsch, Libby
flunks some of the tests," said Olson, Diane Piron, Laura
Gaines, "but he learns, he Ledbetter, Amy Pagel, Gregg
grows, he changes," along with Mierow, Rob Brackenridge and
most of the other characters.
Mark Jennison. Assistant
APPLETON, WIS-The he was a member of the faculty
The cast· of The Sea comes Director is Jill Karr. Stage Guarn'eri · String Quartet, at the Oberlin Conservatory as
from majors
far removed as Manager is Andrea Stuf· "world's master of chamber well as artist-in-residence at the
physics and music'. "We've got flebeem, and - Dramaturg is
music," according to Time University of Illinois.
Tree made his debut at the
Magazine, will perform in the
a wide selection of people," Diane Odeen.
commented, Gaines, "and I
The Sea will run - November Lawrence Memorial Chapel on age of 20 in .Carnegie Hall. His
think it's -good for. .the whole 12-14 and 19-21 at 8:00 p.m. in Saturday, Nov. 21, at 8 p.m. as solo appearances have ranged
the orchestras of
campus in the !ong run. That the cioak Theatre in the Music· part of the Lawrence Universi· from
Philadelphia and Baltimore to
ty
Artist
Series.
kind of involvement is what a Drama Center. The show is ex·
Tickets are on sale at the Los Angeles. Soyer sok>ed with
~niversity theatre department pected to sell out, but some
the Philadelphia Orchestra at
is all about."
tickets are still available at the Lawrence Box Office, 735-6749,
the age of 17. H,e is a former
from
noon
to
6
p.m.
Monday·
The sets for . The Sea have Box Office. Tickets are $3 for
member
of the Bach Aria
Saturday. Admission js $3.50
~n designed by Ric~mond adults, $1.50 for Senior Citizens
and $5 for students and adults Group, the Guilet Quartet and
Fnelund, who characteristically and students, and free with an
the New Music String Quartet.
claimed, "They're more a mood LU I.D. If evening perfor· over 62; and $5.50 and $7 for He has made numerous recoradults.
than a meaning."mances are sold out, Gaines
Arnold Steinhardt, John dings.
The backdrops are enlarged plans to schedule a Sunday per·
The concert in the Lawrence
Dalley, . Michael Tree, and
engravings of the Yorkshire formance on November 22.
·
·
Memorial
Chapel will include
David Soyer made their debut
as the Guarner String Quartet works by Mozart, Verdi and
in 1965 and have traveled ex- Beethoven. Mozart 's " Quartet
tensively throughot1t the world in E-flat major, K.160 " . was
since then. Steinhardt is a reci· commissioned by Archduke
pient of the Leventritt Awarcl
and winner of the Q_u een
Elizabeth Competition in
Bru ssels. He made his debut as
a soloist at the age of 14 with
the Los Angeles Philharmonic.
Major American orchestras
with which he has appeared as
soloist include Philadelphia,
New· York and Cleveland.
.
Dalley made his c~mcert
debut at the age of 14 and
-t~ured much of Europe. Before
11ays it all as the Vikings adavance to the ,playqffs. ·
joining the Guarneri · Quartet,
byDianne~deen
Edward} Bon~ hist .a _modernt
· British p aywr1g , given o
writing grim pieces on chang· I
ali t1He~o
·
f con·
ingthev10ent.re
1
temporary _sqc1ety. . is pays
.
have aroused a great deal of
controversy in England, and
are seldom done in the United
States. The LU Theatre Depart·
ment ignored that traditi_on this

he receii:~e\:e .ui:iumnl ,
Distinguished Service Award
from Lawrence U .
't b _
ed on hi's serv·c
Yali as
1 e tmvJersi
O
ournto sm.
Bayley was appointed
his
current position at the Univer·
sity of California
M h 1
on arc
'
1969 .
McCarthy and The Press
Last year, Mr. Bayley
published a book about Ap-

l

l

~
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,

Edwin Bayley.

C'redit: File

pleton 's most notorious citizen,
Joe McCarthy. The book, entitled McCartQy and T.he Press, recounts perh1;1.ps the most
traumatic experience for the
American Press in the twentieth century: the cj.iscovery,.
through the late senator from
Wisconsin, of the press'
vulnerability to manipulation
by an outsider. Bayley ex·
amines the treatment of McCarthy by over 100 newspapers
and conducts interviews with
over 40 McCarthy associates to
construct a vivid picture of the
man who, through the masterful use of misleading innuendo
continued on page three

_Guarneri /9qart¢t plays Chapel

as.

Ferdinand in Milan in 1772. It
is one of the most delightful of
Mozart's early works. "Quartet
in E Minor" was written by
Verdi in 1873 when the lead
soprano of one of his operas fell
ill during rehearsals, and Verdi
found himself with free time.
Although he described the piece
as "of no importance, " it is
charming and m.elodious
throughout. Beethoven ' s
"Quartet in C Major, Qp. 59 No.
3" was the last of the set of
quartets commission.ed by the
wealthy Russian ambassador to
Vienna, Count Rasumovsky, in
1806.
The Guarner Quartet records
for RCA, and its members are
on the faculty at the Curtis In·
stit4es
of
Music
in
Philadelphia.
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Playing God to the masses

ducts vital to human health
To The Lawrence Community,
1 d dice with human lives by
With the advent of new, ~r~r~g
such products as kidney
useless, fancy gadgetry on the
hines artificial hearts, and
shelves of today's novelty ~ac lung's unnecessarily inacshops and radio ·sh~cks, cam~ a iron
. d ire
'
cessible to individuals m
multitude of exorbitantly pricneed of this equipment fo~ sured watch-type devices capable
of performing a variety of func- vival, just so that the busme~s
can eke out a bit of extra profit.
tions before found only .on
An example of tyranny in a nutspecially made· separate com·
shell.
ponents . There was on e
Just as Dana had the class on
Japanese company featuring a
watch with not only a standard the edge of its collective ch~r
- digital readout, alarm, stop- with respect to this issue, his
watch , thermomet e r and digital watch alarm went off,
calculator, but also a device having mistakenly been set for
which could tum any sandwich the middle of class period. The
into a banquet and make ex- moment was ruined, as well as
cuses for unwanted lipstick on the whole lecture. Dana was
the collar. This wat_ch was no disconcerted and entl.ed up
bigger than an average Timex posting an explanation of
sold for $899.00 or $945 .00 for algebraic proofs of the funthe waterproof model. You get damental law of markets.
Another such ·'incident oc~
what you pay for, right?
The appeal and utility of cured last night while watching
these new .dialless digital a double feature at the .Cinema
devices is readily apparent to 2. The lineup was incorrigible.
the discerning eye, but there First came The Magnificent
are . drawbacks grave to the Seven with Yul Brenner, Steve
point of necessitating, in pur- McQueen and Robert Vaughan.
During the famous scene where
suant, a letter to the editor.
The most recent example of Vaughan attempts to capture
the drawbacks of the generic three flies in his hand and, inmulti-functional digital watch stead nabs only one, looks
occured during my Micro-Econ shakily at the impressed, naive
class this morning. Professor Mexican onlookers and says
Dana was discussing the highly forlornly: " I used to get ;ill
emotional issue (relative to . three," a watch alarm
Economics) of cost-benefit emana~ing from somewhere in
analysis and how businesses, the third row went off. The
. through price control of pro-

There was a time. not so very long ago. wh en t he Office of Campus_Life
served t he students for whom it had been created. I t wasn't a utopia, and
it wa s n't wit hout its problems, for certa inly anyone who reca ll s tho se days
of yore reali zes t ha t the office wa s created to medi ate studen t/administratio.n relat ions. In short, Pres ident Smith had more press ing co ncern s than
t hose of li ste ning to teary-eyed fres hm en lam ent t hat they weren 't allowed
to keep a pet para keet in their closet. The Office of Campus Life. then.
would divert the temporal problems of day-to-day stud ent li vi ng a nd
t herefore placate both t he hi gher-ups and the Ormsby pitpeople.
And then it ha ppened .
Oh. it happened unobtrusively enough: no one rea lly objected to the
mod est co nstraints th e office began placing on student life. We all knew ·
t he occas ional guideline or regulation was enacted to benefit all, hence
eac h individual. If one had to sacrifice a privilege here or there, so be it.
And t he beast grew.
Wh en t hen-Vice Pr~sident for Campus Life Deborah Townsend placed
a fres hman on strict disciplinary probation for bouncing golf balls in a
ha llway late at nigh t in the Winter of '79, no one rea lly objected. Not even
the culprit. But la ter. just a few s hort weeks later, another freshman in
Kohl er Hall was placed on the same probation for "stereo noise disturbance. " Hi s "stereo" was a 15 watt K-ma rt receiver, a nd it seems he had
played it too loud in the middle of the a fternoon .
Well , t hose days a re gone now. and the Deb Townsend Fan Club has .
di sbanded . faded into the indetermin ate pa st like all such groups which
preceded it. And we hoped. yea h we believed , that her departure would
necessitate th e departure of her policies.
I attend ed an IF'C meeting yesterd ay. I t was a cordial meeting, and all
the fraterniti es were represented. All business finished, we were about to
di s band , but then so meone asked for a n audience as he told us that fou r-fraternity men . all se niors. had applied for off campus housing next year
and had been told thei r requ est would be gdnted on the grounds· t ha t they
deactivate. Who sti pul ated they must deactivate? The beast reared its
head .
It' s not a who) ly unreasonable reques t. really . When one joins a
lifetime orga ni zation one does it for self-i nterest ed reaso ns: when one joins
a fraternity he does it to drink beer a nd to iso late him self from things " out
t here." That 's why t he decis ion to impose deactivation on t ho se request in g a lternate hous in g a fter ha ving lived in th e quad three y ea rs wa s ·
met by overwhelmin g approval in I FC. We know what 's for our own good
when we see it.
I went down to t he banks of the Fox last night. li stening to the turbid
ebb and fl ow of ch unky pulp as it a lternately clun g and skipped its way
down the shoreline. J sta red unawa res at the s mokey death which
emanated from sooty smokestac ks . and I thought of my favorite Yea ts
hne: "And what rough beast. its hour co me round at las t , s louches towa rd
Bethlehem to be born ? "

Editors-in. -Chi ef ·
. · . , . . . . . R"1c k M oser an d Andy Hazucha
News Editor
Features Edit 0· ~· · · · · · · · · '· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · T erry Moran
s
Ed'
· · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · • • • • · · · · · . •• .. . . . Dave Weber
Dports . •Lor · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · .. . ............ Tom Skinner
epresf~,ohn Editor . . . . .. . ..... . . .... . .... .. ..... Dave Laws·on
Th e oa 1s one
·
Letters Editor .· ·········· · ·· · ·· · ···· · .. ········· · Jeff W1ss~r
Photo Editors · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Tony H~rt1g
.
· · · · · · · · ·. · . . .. . . . Beetle Abraham, Tom Skinner
Bus. mess
. Managers
.
· · · .. ·.... . . L y nn F• re,'b urg, Nancy Prussing
Ed,torrnl Assistance...... . ..... Amy Teschner Lela nd J Ester
Reporters . . . . . .
K
'
·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . ... ent Allen. Fred Bartol,
Gene Boyle,_Todd Benson. Jim Cheng, John Huber, Mona
~ ess ner, Bng,d Pajinen, Amy T esc hner, Pa ul Smith, Dave
I nmbl e, Stacy Sc hm e,del, Bob Weathera ll J eff w· ·
Andy La rsen,_ Jill Manuel, Chri s Mat heus, Geor e K~:s~~·
Maureen Ne lligan, John Streibich, Alfalfa.
g
g '
Cut end Pas te · · · · · · · · · · L'm d a H 1'JI , p aul Sch.weikert, Jim Cheng
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arlooms ts Par Excellence
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IBM Trainee
Tracy Combs
Anniversary Edit~~-··· · ······· · · · · ······ · · · · ·· Chris Matheu s
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ···· ... Rick Moser
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result: absolute dis~hi
the moment. The audieni
suddenly brought back hi
real world of Ronald
and previously unnoticed
o f gum s t uck to
. _ crepe
sole~. It was unpo~si
re~am my concentratio~_.9.
Chmatow~, the second ~
the evenmg · beglln. I
thorou_ghly _involved with
scene m which Jack N"
slap~ Faye_ D~naway all
Gods creation man att.eJD
glee~ fro~ her ~he nature
relationship with .the
she claims to be ·her sistet,
actually turns out to be
daughter. · Just as Dtnri
reveals_the _trut~. just a l
stop breat~g; J~st as the1,
proach epiphany, guess
Someone in the far comer of
theatre forgot to reset. hil
digital ·watch alarm. As soonu
the alarm went off the crowd,
again brought back to reality,
became aware of the dribble on
their cpin thus demolishing the
moment like so many
restaurants reviewed by The
Lawrentian.
For those who have d ~
their priorities on the floor-~
being negligent about tl$.
alarm on their digital watche,,.:f,
shall no longer traffic witb ~
sons of their ilk . .So there.
V
truly yours,
;\ii
-JAMES L. MATCHEJil'l

rry

Annex: breathing last breath?
To The Lawrence Community:
Come second term, Lawrentians may find the art Annex
q _u ietly disappeared over
Christmas -break. Corrie third
terJll, black top, automol>iles
and a brown sign reading,
" Parking Lot" will have taken

its place. Come next year no one
will miss what made Lawrence
different.
The Art Annex,. a house that·
stands behind Brokaw is a
financial asset for Lawrence. As
~apitol, houses remain a good
investment. The Annex, built in
an architectural style and with
materials not used today is no
exception . Functionally, the
house floor plan allows the
building to be used in many
ways. The Annex has been used
for offices, and now art
student's studios occupy two of
the three stories.
As an art facility, the Annex
holds nine studios. Comparable
indi_vidual undergraduate
studios are difficult to find even
at big-name art schools.
A decade ago,, the administration decided to demolish the
building. Art students proposed to use the building, and the
demolition date was postponeii.
Over ~h?se years the building ,
was mm1mally maintained, just
patched enough so students
c~>Uld work. Since the demolition date was looming ahead, it
made sen$e to let the building
fall to the ground. And fall it

has, from the top down. Three
years ago the third 'floor was
condemned.
Last year, after getting the
Annex's Art ·P rofessor's approval, the demolition date was
set. The students weren't consulted and ~de noise all first

term. The administration back•
ed off, after all they thought,
"m~ybe we're takiQg away too
much too fast. The Annex
shouldn't follow the smill
houses too closely."
Today', the Annex still sits,
wasting money, and the ad·
ministration itches for another
-try. This time they form a com,
mittee that meets Nov. 19, and
students are on it. They will
talk awhile about a decision
already made, and finally tear
down t"he Annex. Some
students will grieve, but who
can argue, everyone went-- by
the rules. The difference will
have been made.
Sincerely,
ANDYLUCAS

California drea,ning
To the Lawrence Community:
. Pare~t~ · Weekend was my
first visit both to Wisconsin
and to Lawrence. In September
our son John, class of '85
camped his way alone acros~
the country in his plucky old
Peugeot, so his dad and I knew
. ~awrence only through reputation and the viewbooks. Being
there, I was immediately impressed with the quiet beauty
of the campus-those handsome broad lawns and the
freshness of the air quicken the
spirit far more than the photos
could suggest-and with the
warmth and friendliness of
Lawrentians. Remembered
sights of all those glowing jack
o'lanterns zigzagging across
the campus Halloween ·n ight
and of fallen leaves bagged in
clear ~lastic and carefully tied
to their bare branches outside •
Main Hall (Don't tell me that's
some. scientific experiment: I
OO?k st as a delightful whimsy)
still amuse me.

I very inuch liked what I saw
at Lawrence: The university's
fine old buildings evoke a solid
tradition. Even more I liked
what I felt: Lawrence's dedica·
tion to "learning how to learn"
keeps it forever contemporary
with a forward thrust. You have
a sup~rb setting for inquiry and
growth, an atmosphere where
students can work closely with
the-faculty and with each other,
where young and old can J.eanl
t~gether in mutual respect and
with appreciation for individual
insights and perceptions.
Thanks to you all for a great
weekend. And special hello's
all of you whom I enj
meeting ·at Trever, Do
Commons, the union aqd
library, and to all of you
didn't meet personally
offered friendly gree •
all as we expl
beautiful campus.
Sincerell",
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News in Briefs

WARSAW, Nov. IO-Industrial unrest continued today in
parts of Poland, including Sosnowiec where five coal miners
started an underground sit-in.
The miners, according to the radio, resolved to strike
because their grievances had not been presented over television.
They are demanding an inquiry into an incident during a onehour strike on Oct. 27 in which a black Volga car, of a type used
by the authorities, drew up to the mine 's gate and someone inside tossed out three capsules of noxious gas.
Some 69 people were taken to hospitals with symptoms of
poisoning. Most were released over the next few days. The gas
.. was later identified as tetrahydrothiophene, an agent once used
to odorize methane gas in coal mines to signal danger
underground.

***

Gripes Of wrath

PEKING, Npv.10-.China has seized upon the incident of
the Soviet submarine that went aground recently near a
Swedish naval base to buttress its contention that the gro~ing
pacifist movement in Western Europe is being misled by the
Soviet Union .
. Over the last week, the Chinese press, with barely concealed
enthusiasm, has given prominent attention to the predicament
that Moscow faced from Swedish authorities. At the same time,
commentaries published here have accused the Soviet Union of
trying to exploit the European peace movement for its own
ends.
An article today in People 's Daily, the Chinese Communist
Party newspaper, said that the Soviet leadership had deceived
Europeans by declaring that they should fall into line with the
idea of a nuclear-free zone that they have advocated in the

~act that you can 't set it ahead
for. ba'r time.

'

by ·Robusti
Staying too late in t'he Viking
i,.oqm hl!s , Q._~~QII!e ,!! real pro·
blem as oflate. I don't refer to
any lack of discretion or neglect
of propriety on the part .of
Lawrentians, but to the glaring
absence of a tfme keeping
de.vice on the back wall of our
homey little den. Is this some
kina of ploy to separate us from
even more ef out nard earned
clrach'mas'? Does the,- Viking
Room Management mean to
keep, us all up past our regular
bedtimes'? I don't know that its
not
change, for the better
~ . seeing . h.ow nobody
cCOuld read the "Other one
.uyway. I overheard one of the
~luejacket regulars· suggest the
other night that maybe
Milwaukee Downer might hav(!
another sundial laying around.
That idea didn't last when someone ventured that you
c;lUitlan't use · a sun dial in the
flkbig Room on account of the

a

from page one

pots, iet~rs ·f rom home and
***
WASHINGTON, Nov. 10-The Supreme Court ruled
"This Is My Space" posters
today that members of the armed services can designate any
Icing called
have gotta go. Don 't they give
beneficiary for their military life insurance policies, regardless
Staring out across the quad you people rooms? I bet you
of -prior -state court decress awarding the benefits to a former
this morning, I got to thinking . few usurpers, and you know
. spouse or to children of a disolved marriage.
what a great place it'd be for a . who you are, figure that for
The -5-to-3 ruling, jssued on the first decision day of the
new hockey rink Why should eight g 's you're entitled to your
Court's new term, was similar in analysis and result to a deciOrmsby be so privi.Jeged very own little domain. To 'adp
sion last June that a service member cannot be required to
anyway? It would be just the insult to injury; you're the same
share military pension benefits wjth a former spouse, regardless
-thing to• add a little ,zest .to jokers' who st!:\al a11 the comfey
of state community property laws that are to the contrary.
Lawrence hockey this winter, chairs too. Where does that
and playing on '_'home ice" leave the rest of u_;;? Sitting on
***
WASHINGTON, Nov. IO-President Reagan declared tomight give our pucksters the the floor with bad lighting and
day · that his Administration would "stiffen its spine and_ not
impetus / to recapture their sore backs, that's where. If you
throw in the towel" on spending cuts, but he said he would defer
Midwest Conference glory of want a cozy office just like
until next year a proposal that he had made six weeks ago to
yesterye~. Bill Fortune could Dad 's, get a job. _
reduce Federal benefit programs.
make a killing on concessions
At a news conference in the East Room of the White House,
alone, and it would spare dieBowl Mania
Mr. Reagan said he would also defer requests for action from
hard Lawrence- hockey fans the
All this talk of playoffs and a
Congress on increasing tax revenues by $3 billion this year to
bladder-busting trip aboard a bowl bid has made things pret- ,
help
reduce the Federal deficit.
··
chilly bus to the Tri-County ty exciting for Lawi-epce footHe suggested that he had not decided whether to seek a bigarena. The football team -has ball fans these days, but some
ger tax increase package than the $22 billion in added revenues
the Banta Bowl, the Track team of us old timers are a little wor- ·
over three years that he had proposed on Sept. 24.
has Coach Davis, why ried about what breaking into
shouldn't the LU Hockey Team the big time might entail for our .
***
have something to brag about? favorite pastime. I leave it to
For his November Golden Fleece Award for the waste and
Stand up for your ice hockey our wise faculty to speculate as
mismanagement of taxpayer money , Senator William Proxmire
yesterday chose the Federal Highway Administration and two
fans. Carrel-mongering
to' the implications for acadf:lmic
quality at a school which is also
of its programs, the Westway in New York City and the GlenA hot issue on campus these a 'football powerhouse. On the
wood Canyon project in Colorado.
days has concerned the use of . premise that a ·school can't be
. Accusing the highway agency of having "the worst record
study carrels in the Mudd. 1 competitive both academically
of civilian cost overruns in the Federal Government," the
don't have any trouble with a 'and on the gridiron, the faculty
Wisconsin Democrat said that "mismanagement, delays and
syllabus or two tacked up once at Northwestern decided that
confusion" in the construction of interstate highways had causin a while, but calendars, hot something had to give and it
ed a $100 billion cost overrun in the last 23 years.
wouldn't be them. Look at Nor·
***
thwestern's record now. My
A New York Judge ruled against Brooke Shields yesterday
main concern though is with
in her fight to block further distribution of nude photographs
she posed for when she was 10 years old.
·
the traditional sanctity of
The decision, which Miss Shield's lawyer said would be apSaturday afternoons in the
Banta Bowl and its adjoining
pealed, was a victory for tl~e photographer, Garry Gross, who
George R. Ready, is a startling parking lot. Just imagine intook the photographs in 1975, initially for a book published by
analysis by an especially well· stead ·twenty:-tl\ousand screamthe Playboy Press.
·
qualified journalist and sch?lar ing fans, hawkers plying their
In making the ruling in State Supreme Court in Manhattan
which "should be reqmred buttons, stickers and inflatable
after a four-day trial, Jus.tice Edward J. Greenfield rejected
reading in the nation's jour· Viking mascbts; and a fifty
claims that Mr. Gross had exceeded the terms of a release signnalism schools, and serve as a piece marching band leading
ed by Miss Shield's mother Teri Shields, _o r that Miss Shields
needed jolt to those modern· the crowd to the chant of
. would suffer irreparable harm from further distribution of the
day journalists who may ~uffer "Lawrence-this Bud's foiphotographs, which he said were "not erotic or pornographic."
from the illusion that mampula· You!" Alread~ I long.for tho!!e ,
tion of the press is possible only pastoral fall days of seaspi;is ·
through corruption. ''
,
past wh!ln the only pre-game
The title of Dean Bayley sad- show was a twelve-pack of Old
dress is "The Lasting Impact Mill and a pyramid at halftime
of Joe McCarthy." At 4:15 p .m. was all the excitement our little
in Riverview Lounge, Mr. hearts could stand.
,
Bayley will join Judge Urban . Keep your Rase Bowl titles
Van Susteren, a close friend of USC. Arid Ohio State, keep
BEVERLY RUSCH
the late senator, Professor . yoµi; ·_.. tp@11Sand ,member mar:
District 574 Sales Manager
Michael O'Brien of the )!'ox -~g banil that ·can wi4k, in
Avon Selling Qan Help
Valley Center, who has ~ublist script ~(I. play, aU at the~ '
Yr;,u Earn Money For College
ed· a book on McCarthy s ~ y 'tinie. We.'d neyet in a hundred
career, and Professor Emfuertr1thus yearsget~~·to&peU .
FLEXIBLE HOURS HIGH $$$ ·-·
F. Theodore Cloak for·
er "L~nnence
Uni.v.e~i~". Call Mrs. Rusch at 734-0078 Box ~41, Appleton, WI. 54911
discussion of the McCarthy L.:an:yw~
-:;aY~
. ·:...,,..!.i~~~~~.,.:;,..J
phenomenon. ·

Mcca-r·thy 11·ves on
and the bullying of _reporters,
· was able to make charges of
communist subversion with no
factual basis whatsoever. In·
.deed, the overall picture which
emerges from this book is one
of a press that was virtually
controlled by strings / in the
hands of an extraordinarily deft
puppeteer:
As a key political reporter in
the 1950's,· Bayley observed
McCarthy closely and came to
know him. He was once in~roduce<i to a Wisconsin gather·
- mg by the senator with the
following words: "Ladies and
Kentlemen, lid like to introduce
report.er in the· audience, Ed
,vayley, from the Milwaukee
l>ally Worker (Milwaµkee Joor··
$tllDd up, Ed, and let the
1188 what a communist_

!

" McCarthy and the
~p.co.-ding to critic

AVOil

Yang: Ea~~ ·~J~~~~y~?:.~~n
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Ghostwriters pursue
disembodied spirit
by Nina Shepherd
and Maureen Nelligan
The most legendary figure in
the Lawrence 'Theatre Department is neither Ted Cloak nor
Fred Gaines. Someone , or
something, even more aweinspiring than Richmond
Frielund claims Stansbury
Theatre as its domain. Now,
dear reader, if you subscribe to
the logic of college-student
mentality . then we urge fOU t?
abandon the pursuit of this article. In fact, disregard this
term 's L~wrentian: If, however.
you are intrigued by suspense,
the supernatural, and bad
grammar, then read on.
Allegedly, deep within the
dark recesses of Stansbury
Theatre, amidst the creaking
boards of the catwalks lurks a
s up ernatural being. This
presence, referred to by ma~y
as Mary A.P. Stansbury, 1s
believed to be the ghost of a
woman who died years ago in
t he t heatre. She fell from the
grid , t he highest structure in
the house from which all battens are suspended . The following are verified reports of encounters with t he ghost, ''.Mary
A.P.":
Stansbury Theatre
May 17, in the year of our
Lord, 1981
12:00 Midnight.
It could have been a dark and .
' stormy night. But it wasn 't . A
routine rehearsal for "You
Can 't Take It With You " was in
progress . Sudd e nly, from
within the bowels 9f Stansbury
erupted a blood-curdling shriek.
It wa s unmi s takabl y the
scream of a woman plummeting

to her death. Would-be rescuers
rushed to the scene only to be
taken aghast at what lay before
them. Nothing.
Stansbury Theatre
October 3, 1981
12:00 'Midnight.
Three bold and inquisitjve _
Lawrentians, determined to
prove their immunity to the occult, set out to pass the night. in
the tenth row. Armed only with
flashlights, · they wait with
baited skepticism. Time stalks.
From far backstage left comes
the sound of whispers, the rustling of taffeta, the swishing of a
gown. Frozen with fear, they
fumble with their flashlights.
Light shines. Nothing.
Stansbury Theatre
October 22, 1981 ·
You got it, 12:00 Midnight
Working overtime, Mary
Hargrave (name changed to
protect the innocent) labors
over costumes for the upcoming
producti.on, "The Sea." Mary,
· hearing the ominous ticking of
her Quartz E.>igital, feels an
ethereal presence. The inevitable draws nigh. In an instant, the lights are ~mt. Three
doors slam in succession.
Almost immediately, light is
restored and a terrified Mary is
not. She looks about. Nothing.
Some- say Her presence is
often sensed-a pair of melancholy eyes; hollow, empty
footsteps . One believer swears,
" Sometimes I hear her music in
the pipes and the grid." Is this
mere dramatic paranoia? Who
knows. In the words of Mark
Dintenfass; "I don't believe in
ghosts. There are no such
things as ·ghosts. Besides,
ghosts .don't scream like that."

Editor's Note: Due to the vast
amount of information surrounding Mr. Yang, we have had our
l' h.
highly touted reporter sp it t ~s
assignment into two parts. Th~s
week in part one, Mr.. Yang_s
upbringing and schooling will
be discussed. We will proceed t o
print his views on cross-cultural
differences at a later date.

by Jim Cheng
·
In the interest of liberal learn:
ing, our humble institution has
scored an educational coup of
sorts. For the duration of the
1981-82 academic year,
Lawrence Univer1,ity will be
playing host to a special exchange student.
Guo-cun Yang has the
distinct honor of being the first
Lawrentian from The People's
Republic of China. At the sa~e
time, the university'commumty
has a valuable opportunity to -learn of other cultures while
aiding a fellow academician in
his quest for knowledge.
The first thing that strikes an
observer when he meets Yang is
his openness. In talking of his
past experiences, Yang
displays a natural warmth as
well as an astounding command
of t!ie English language, In
light of the fact that Yang has
studied Engli~h only since
1975, his mastery of the
language is even m9re impressive.
Born twenty-six years ago in
a mountain village southwest of
Peking, Yang is one of six
children. In describing his life
on a commune, Yang emphasized the vast difference between
his upbringing in a purely
agrarian society and the uppermiddle class existences that
most Lawrentians have had.
His lifestyle sounds to
Western ears like a chapter out
of a history book. Upon compl~. tion of the Chinese equivalent
of middle school, Yang worked
in his village growing various
cfops, digging wells, and
building terraced fields.
- Yang explains that though
each village in rural China is
considered part of a com-

~
1

autonom~:· t we grow, we use Lawrence began ~"'.'o years a
farmers.
a..
when he to.ok part m a trainin
for ourse 1vesb.
f 1975 Yang - course given by ,two Am~can
In Septem er o
'
Wh'l
.
was chosen from his commune professh~rs. th. I e. mtasteknnne,
d Peking Normal everyt mg
er!;! IS o . ow
tUo . att~~Y the .major teadier's about · pedagogy, Yang met.
nllivers_! 'chi'na His selection Mrs. Patricia Ritter, a teacher
co ege m
·
,
'

GUO-CUN YANG yearns to teach.

was based upon his schoolwork,
his contribution to the commune, and his performance in
an interview.
Yang is quick to point out'
that in the past few years the
state of higher education i_n
China has changed and that admission to a university merely
requires an examination.
At Peking Normal University , Yang received an intensive
education with course work in
philosophy and _ American
history as well as literature and
English . After graduation- in
197 8, the ·governm ent assigned
Yang to .. a position as an
E,nglish teacher at the Universi·
ty . Yang explain s thaL _after
graduation, it is cu stomary for
.the government to assign jobs.
One ha s no choice as we do here. _:_
1t is no small tribute to the
Chinese educational sy ; tem as
well as to Yang's abilities that
he wa s prof.icient enough to
teach English after only three

J

.

.

whose son, Penn, graduated
from Lawrence in 1978.' Though
plans were for Yang t© -attend
Lawrence last year, passport
difficulties delayed his arrival
unti) early this month.
When asked of his goal_s for
his visit here, Yang expressed a
desire to ·. ' 'improve my
understandj ng· of English and
to know the United States well
enough to tell my students."
Thanks to the effox.ts of Mrs.
Ritter , th e Chinese Stud_entTeacher Fund and a little help
from our friends in Financial
Aid, Guo-cun Yang and the
Lawren ce community have a
nire opportunity for cultural
and intellectual exchangl:''.
Profe s sor ~ F .M. · Doeringerl
calls Yang 's visit "a tremendous learning resource. fCgives
us a chance to test ourselves
again8t _.s omeone , whose
background and experience is
completely different fro~ our
own.
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on 21st!

by Tom Skinner . .
The Police's latest album,
Ghost in the Machine, continues a trend begun in their
last album, Zenyatta Mondatta,
toward more ·complex, political
music. The Police's · music- is
hard to classify, as it consists of
a mixture of reggae and rock influences. Two of the members,
Andy Summers ·a nd Sting,
originally come from England,
but it is the third, Stewart
Copeland, who gives the!Il their
unique sound. Born in Virgini_a,
Copeland is the son of a former
CIA agent and U.S. diplomat,
and as such traveled around the
world a great deal w~en young.
It was this early exposure to
different styles of music which
Copeland brought to the.group,
and which has resulted in the
the. Police's distinctive music
style. Ghost in the Machine is
their latest foray into their
world of reggae-rock fusion.
The title, Ghost in the
Machine, is a philosophical concept regarding the supposed
possibility of machines havjng
souls. The album's lyrics con-·
tain many references-to the ever
increasing computerization of
society, and to the anomie and loneliness felt · by members of
this future world. 1'hey paint a
gloomy picture of what com-

puterized life would be like, and
the songs 'iire filled with irony
and sarcasm. The first cut,
"Spirits in the Material
World,..'. ' sets the tone · for . the
rest-of th.e album. "There is no
political solution" the Police
write, ' '. ... have no faith in constitution, there is no Woody
revolution. " It is an apathetic

outlook which they· are expoun·
ding; whether serious or not.
This attitude continues in "In·
visible Sun," where lead
vocalist St~g says, "I don't
ever want to play the part/of a
statistic · on . a government
chart,'. and VThey're killing
evt;rybody in the human
rac,'they would kill me for a
cigarette.'' Images of chaos and
the disintegration of socie
run rampant through .
continued on page 6
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Koffka reads poems on Holocaust'

. by Terry Moran
On Tuesday, November 17. at
·OO p.m. in the Coffeehouse,
7·
Elizabeth Koffka, pro=~r emeritus of Histo_ry, ~ill
sent a reading of ·her recent
. pre ms, including Holocaust, a
~e of dramatic monologues
c~ose center is the struggle,
defeat and affirmation of the

then has published two
volumes of poetry, the most re- Shprt ~nd pithy, Mrs.' Koffka's
poetry is always the expression
cent being Figures in the
of her firmly held, sincerely arCarpet.
ticulated opinions.
Mrs. Koffka 's poetry is '
Holocaust is something of a
epigrammatic and often departure for Mrs. Koffka in
satirical. She has had a continu- its structure and scope. A se~ies
ing concern with the indices of of twenty-eight short dramatic
irony in . the contemporary monologues, the work achieves
American scene, w_hich she a power and vision in its
cumulative effect. Each voice
reveals a small facet of the terror or determination or despair; .
each is a small insight, an attempt to understand, a potential for sympathy. The work as
a whole turns out to be, surpris·
ingly, a kind of panegyric to the
cap'a city of the human spirit for
wonder and love, even amidst
the greatest terror.
This theme of modest
triumph in the face of overwhelming despair is echoed
again and again throughout the
work-in "The Obstacle",
about .a musician in the camps
who would not leave Germany
without his violin, in "A Spray
of Heather " , in which a
Photo: Ariel
MRS. ELIZABETH KOFFKA, poet ..
remarkable prisoner escapes
'
.
spiritual oppression through
victims of the Nazi persecu- views with a detached moral - one small glimpse of color, and,
tions of the Jews and other wryness. She is concerned· not most· explicitly, in "Then and
minorities. The event is being as much with images or Now":
language as she is with We were miserable,
sponsored by Mortar Board.
Mrs. Koffka, who left Europe moments; · her poems usually
surebefore World War II, taught at present the surface sensibility Were pale shadows
Smith College in Northampton, of an encounter or reverie, and
of ourselves.
Massachusetts, before coming leave unspoken, but ·implied,
to Lawrence in the early 1960's. the underlying landscape of
She retired in 1970, and since significance of the moment.
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But there were
thousands of us,
And, somehow, each shadow
· warmed' the other,
Helped him,
if but by one
stealing glance,
one whispered brave word,
Not quite to despair.
These moments are effective
because of the overall moral
outrage and disgust with which
the poet views the persecution
and.
attempted
de·
humanization of her protagonists. There are grim visions of murder and torture in
Holocaus_t, made more grim by
their understatement and implication. In "Sense of Humor,"
for example, a prisoner shares
Goebbels' infirmity, a clubfoot,
makes a joke about it which he
dies for. "Beyond Understanding: a woman prisoner speaks"
is the· most effective poem in
this vein, contrasting the
romantic longing of a girl with
the sadistic violence she is sub-

jected to.
The pain of the victims extends beyond their years in the
camps, and it is this repercussion, the continuing horror,
which constitutes another of
the themes of Holocaust. The
difficulty of readjustment, the
distance between survivors and
those who escaped, is emphasized in "Faith," "Reporters",
"Homecoming,"
"Lost
Button," and especially
"Flicker of a Second."
Finally, Mrs. Koffka em·
phasizes
the
common
background, cultural and
geographic, of prisoners. and
persecutors. This perspective
draws together, in an indictment of the Nazis and those
who silently acquiesced, the
web of arrest, internment,
liberation and readjustment of
the Germany which created the
Holocaust.
Mrs. Koffka 's motto in her
poetry has been to simplify, to
speak plainly and straightforwardly. In Holocaust, her
poems speak plainly of the individual in terror and triumph.

C!tnnnntatinns
by Stacey Schmeldel
Lornson will then present two
When we last visited the Con- works by Bach, " Nun komm
servatory, Fred. · Sturm was der Heiden Heiland " and the
wow-ing the audience at his Concerto in d minor after
faculty recital, and conductor Vivaldi BMV 659. The recital
Robert Levy was directing the will close with Durufle 's VariaLU ·wind Ensemble through tions on "Veni Creator". This is
the Hindemith symphony.
sure to be an enjoyable concert,
This week, the action, drama, well ·worth the short walk to the
and intrigue continue when the First English Church.
dynamic duo of Gigi Plautz and
The final episode in this
Tina Biese present a duo piano week's musical drama is the
recital tonight at 8:00 in Harper recital of Tanya Erickson, oboe,
Hall. Gigi and ·Tina will first arid Lisa Russell, soprano,
present Mozart's Sonata in D which will be held in harper
for Two Pianos. They will then Hall Thursday, November 19 at
oerform Variations on a Theme 8:30 p.m. Miss Erickson, acof Haydn by Brahms. Making companied by Robin Mangold,
his Harper Hall debut at this will open the program with the
performance will be page-turner Sonate for Oboe and Piano by
Lindsey Robb. Don 't miss this Saint-Saens. Pianist Steve Edrare evening of duo piano mund will then accompany
music-it's sure to be twice as Miss Russell in a recitative and
much fun as usual!
two ar1as by G.F. Handel.
Sunday marks this yea r's · Tanya and Robin will then buzz
first appearance by the back to presen_t ~wo !~sect
Lawrence University Sym· Pieces by BanJamm Britten.
phony Orchestra. ·Led by con- Following intermission, Mi~s
-ductor, cellist, studio teacher, Russell and Mr. Edmund will
advisor, and all-around good present Au Cimitiere by F~t1:e.
guy Carl~_n McCreery, the or- Miss Erickson will th_en be JOmchestra will open the program ed by Katy Hopkms, o~oe,
with the Overture from the Wendy Skola and Jennifer
Opera "Cosj Fan Tutte," by Taylor, English horns, and
Mozart. The ensemble will then Craig Cowley, bassoon to perbe joined by How8£d "I can · form two arias by Handel. Mi~s
hold that note forever" Niblock, Russell and Mr. Edmund will
English horn, and Robert Levy, close the program with several
trumpet, to perform Aaron songs by Roland Leich.
Copeland's Quiet City. FollowThose of Y<_>U who are too
ing intermission, the orchestra busy, or too tired, or too comwill present Dvorak ' s "New . fortable to leave the comforts of
World" Symphony. Can Craig your ow~ home. to attend . a
"Fingers" Cowley perform _the recit8;1 "'.'111 receive a special
entire concert using only one treat - this Sunday aftern~on
hand? Will Freshman Frank when professors Ernestme
McKinster remember to take Whitman, flute, Theordore
the repeat in the Mozart, or will Rehl, piano, and Herb Hardt,
he perform yet another unasked marim~a, will broadcast _a
for cello cadenza? Will Mike state-wide concert on the radio
"Fuzzy Face" Allen wear a tie series "Live from the
to Sunday's performance? For Elvejhem."_ Miss Whitman and
the answers to these and other Mr. Rehl will· perform wo~ks by
questions come hear the LU Schubert, Bach, and Dutilleux.
Symphon~ Qrchestra Sunday ~iss Whitman and Mr .. Hardt
nigI-!t at 8:00 in the Chapel. Ad· will · ~hen recreate their out·
mission is free.
standing performance of Alec
For those · who don't mind Wilder's Suite for Flute and
walking across City Park to the Marimba. Mr. Rehl will also
First English Lutherati Church, perform several work~ by
David Lornson, organist," will Chopin. This c~mcert_ will ~
present his Senior Recital MQn· broadcast on W1sconsm Public
day night at 8:00. Spurning the Radio on Sunday, November
Chapel organ, Mr. Lornson will 15, ~om 1:30 to 3:00 p.m. Why
open the program with the Fan· not liven up_ your Su~day, a,ftertasie in f minor by M~zart, noon studymg by pstemng to
which will be follo~ed by two of Lawrence s own on
DuMage's ~erce en Taille. Mr. Wisconsin Public Radio?

.

from page four
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CampuS in Briefs
Drop that burger!
On November 19th, students
of Lawrence University are going to do something about
world hunger.
. They are going to give up
eating for a day.
The students who sign-up to
participate in the fast will be
joining many others around the
country in Oxfam America's
Fast for a World Harvest. The
food money they save on that
day will be donated to help support Oxfam America 's community development projects
around the world. ·
Brokaw Hall and Sage Hall
are sponsoring the fast for two
reasons: First, fasting is a symbqlic way of making a personal
commitment to the hungry of
the world .
Second, contributing food
money is a simple and direct
way of sharing some of our
resources with people in Latin
America, Asia, and Africa who
are struggling to survive and
become self-reliant.
The Fast for World harvest
began in 1974 and is always
held on the Thursday before
Thanksgiving. Last year more
than 2,000 groups participated

in the Fast and donated nearly
$400,000 to Oxfam for its selfhelp development and aid programs.
A non-profit agency based in
Boston, Oxfam America has
been in operation for ten years.
Among people to be helped
through this year's Fast are
health workers in Nicaragua,
refugees in the Horn of Africa
and in El Salvador, village
women in India, rice farmers in
Kampuchea (Cambodia) and
vegetable growers in Mozambique.
Join the fast by signing up at
Downer of Colman on Monday
or Tuesday: If you have any
questions or would like to help
organize the Fast call Diane
Menne or Sarah Neyhart.

Coming soon
Marvin Olasky, coordinator
of academic affairs in the Public
Affairs Department, joined the
Du Pont Company in March
1978. At Du Pont, he has written speeches for the Chairman
and members of the Executive
Committee, advised on corporate c6ntributions, and
prepared papers on public
policy issues.
Previously, Dr. Olasky held
several positions in education
and journalism. From 1973
through 1977 he taught courses
in history, literature, and media
at the University of Michigan
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Valley Fair Mall

FREE
Hors d' oeuvres
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(fantastic chips & Salsa, Spicy:
Bar Beans & Chile Can Queso.) 1
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SPECIAL FIESTA
HOUR PRICES!
I

Pitcher of Beer ..... . ...

$

3. 2 5

Glass . .. .......... .. ........ •

Pitcher of Marguerita .
(Regular or Strawberry)

Jumbo .............

5O

.$3.25
$1. 75

Glass of Wine ... ...........•
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75
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I

Mon. thru Fri. 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Sat. & Sun: 12 to 4 p.m.

I
I

With This Coupon

I
I

....-----:-:~---~---....;.,..................J .•

Purchase One Marguerita :
at Regular Price and •
Receive Your Second :
For Only a PENNY' •

L-----~---

and San Diego State University. Earlier, he was a repo_rter on
the Bend (Or~.) Bulletin and
The Boston Globe.
Dr. Olasky received .a
Bachelor of Arts degree m
American Studies frorri Yale
University in 1971. a Master of
Arts degree in American
Culture from the University of
Michigan in 1974, and a Doct?r
of Philosophy degree rn
American Culture from the
University of Michigan in 1976.
Dr. Olasky is a member of the
American Studies Association,
the American Political Science
Association, the Academy of
Management, and Emmanuel
Orthodox Presbyterian Church.
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BUTTONS-How do you put up
with it?
-Herb
NEW
SPED
INITIATES-Welcom e to the
disorganized, dishonorable,
disgusting order of
SPEDS of the world, unite! Clumsy
u~coordinated bumbling forever.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Prince
Charles and Maureen Nemgan!
MJR-What a team! Thanks,
sport. ·
-NGS
WHAT'S A revolution without a
few shots?
PREPARE YOURSELVES-for
the grand opening of second floor
Plantz short wing!
SHORT PERSON-Welcom e
back to the pseudo-real world. And
you gave up all this merely for
Doug! Was it really worth it? Its
great to have you back. We love ya.
The TALL-PERSON (but not the
tallest)
AL ISON G. you're such a witch!
Found any good S.T.P. 's lately?
Sharon
STRAWBERRY WI-NE-Will
the seal EVER (?) be br~ken?
Believe it or not ... you Ain't
Misbehavin · (nearly) enough, yet.
So walk on air and Fly High,
believe it or not-it could be you!
PLEASE ... feel free. Signed, well ...
"Geez-oh-pet e"
CHE GUEVERA , Zap ata,
Castro, Khomeini, Muammar Qadffi, Mr. Bill.
CHENG.-E R-Did you do it yet?
You'll never get her it you don't.
Take it from someone who knows.
R-Is it really fair that the editor
g~ts to read the personals before
they are printed?
one in doubt
TO THE NEW DOWNER
decorator ... Good Luck with the
Love of your Life! The C room will
never be the same. Love E and C
~HEN PARTIES ore outlawed
only Revolutionaries will have par'.
ties!
THERE WILL never be equality
for the lower class as Jong as th~re
ar.e upper classmen still standing.
Viva La Revolucion!
JUST WHEN YOU thought it
was safe to return to 2nd and 4th
floor Plantz ... you can 't get to
it .. .KILLER JELLO!!!
NEVILLE-The nose is definitely Roman, but what would you say
the huffy is?·
B unny
LUTZ-;Back agajn so soon! Is
A.A. gettmg to be too much to ha .
die or is it just the men there? ;e
hear you can 't even remember yoJr
old address-how soon they forget
We ~till love to see you though. Af:
fect1onately your ex-floor mates. .
PLANTZ-B.Y.O.B . ... (bring'
your own bed) ... Friday the
13th ... 12 :30
a.m.
Be
there ... ALOHA!
AND THEY thought Vietnam
was bad!
·
,
FOR SALE J 1 well-built loft
$45.00 contact Marilyn Fisher ext'
6847.
'
·
2 ~~ FLOOR PLANTZITES and
M_ana s gang: Get, psyched for the
wiggle and jiggle·. It comes in 5
flavors, try it if you dare!
TO THE . MAGIC RAT-Your
absence was felt. Welcome Back
S .B. P.S. You'll bring the to ..
right?
,
.
DIC,

d continue on side 2. tremely
songs, an
,. hil
di '
dan
"Dehumanize Yourself, w e
sco: . t
hidden in an uptempo beat, con· an. a·!mos.t
·
such phrases as mechamcal
t a1ns
h'
h
il
od
"Policeman puts on
1s
eav. y pr u
uniform/likes to have a gun to very. busy sound,
k
him warm/because as either of the
~elpnce here is a social two alh,ums,
VlO e
.
d'Am
m/got to dehumanize
,
our and Regn
nor self" "Omegaman" is the and as a first imp
your
.
.
d
story of a man trapped in the c1·
oes D;Ot come off
ty lonely and alienated, who As with Zenyatta
~ils ''I'm so lonely." The final however, the album
wumber "Darkness," contains -get better with
~he alb~m's key verse: "I ~ould ~~ is clear~y much
make a mark/if it weren t so b1tious and, mdeed,
dark ... darkness makes me their earlier works,
furn hie / for a key/for a puteranomie theme·
door/that's wide open/ ... 1 wish I very popular, and
never/woke up this morning/life capitalize on this
was easy/when it was boring."
ploiting it. Nev~
The ultimate despair is being periment, the Police
experienced by the ultimate aga~ ?roken new
loner, the Police's Omegaman.
amb1t1ously explor
Musically, Ghost in the souhds, creating th
Machine meshes well with the work to date. For P
lyrics, as the Police have crated Ghost in the Ma
a
deep,
somber sound necessary addition.t.o
throughout most of the album. tion; to others, it is well
Heavy bass lines create an ex- listen (or two).

QUOTE

OF .T HE WEEK

Facts are like bikinis: what they reveal can be inte
ing - what they conceal is vital.
J AH WANTS YOU to bring him
back to the Beta House. The
Revolution needs a leader. Benjamin is still missing. He has black
arid grey stripes with white paws
and was picked up by some unsuspecting bastard prole. If you
fear the wrath of JAH return our
cat immediately to the Beta House.
Thanks.
MOOSE AND MAC-Just
remember ... me am man too. And
Sma rt:! Uggg.
Mik
KT- Hey like same needs more
attention- hint, hint!!!
the ex
HEY SOT!!! Just cause you 're in
,the band, it doesn 't mean you
aren 't goi n' to get wasted.
McKINNEY-Time. flowing like
a river
Time, beckoning me
And how do we spend our lives if
there 's no-one to lend us a hand.
But I 've got all my sisters with me
and
·
'
,
We 're not going to ... stop think'
about tomorrow.
Got the point?
LyblasMoi
DEAR UNKISSED-I don't
know what the named have in c~mmon. Maybe they are all great people to become acquainted with.
Who knows? Modestly,
Norm
SAY you want a Revolut10n ...
A .
QUOTE
TO
REI\:1EMBER7 "He ·holds your
feet so cute!"

KAP & LAR-1 am so
even though I have to
Thanks for all your adviclt
port .
Ydur First
ALLEY-SUE-I'll have.
Webster apout your seven
sins and you know what
then. You· d better behave. 0
you should wake up now an
you can't sleep all the time,
sidering... can you?
A close erso,;al 'e
TO
OUR
LI
LEPRACHAUN-Well. m
bills are still high. ·I wo'
that could be? (the Long
bill) What more ' needs
REMEMBER L.Y.B. Who
QUESTION
OF
WEEK-H.ow really high
coat ra<!K .in Colman?
FREDDIE-Thanks for
my bestest Buddy, my
dead. No road trips till we
ta e and tunes.
HEY MOOSE-Are we
yet? After all we can
Stay mean and get tough. .

. "YC!~

. NOVEMBER 18TH
· lntervi~~-s.at ~~reer Planning in Wilson H&
' Booth at ;)'lwners Commons.

ft

17,,emselves
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seas.o n begins: Vikes earn playoffs

Malibu

l} :wasn't Ohio ~tate
or Notre Dame vs.
'but for an overflow
IUpon's Ingalls Field
it was just about
best thing as-Lawrence
ty and Ripon College
the oldest football
~ in the state of Wiscon• ;ft was the 81st consecutive
~ .ii:&.l.at these teams have met
~ particular match h~d
ill- flhe makings of a clas~1c:
bo.tb schools s~orted fm~
ds Ripon havmg only one
(a I-point loss to
. c:r1etonl while the Vikings
were undefeated. Furthermore,
the Vikes were in the running
for a spot .in the NCA,A Division III playoffs as w~ll as an
undisputed claim to . the
Midwest Conference title .
llipon} on the other hand, could
tie Cor. the championship with a
vict.ory and possibly move into,
the playoffs themselves. As any
ofthe·nwnerous Lawrence fans
who were ·present can attest,
the p e lived up to its expectati@s • and more.
Ip~ wild, see-saw ·battle in
wind& the lead changed hands
four f;hnes, the Vikings managedr t.d<pull out a thrilling 23-20
villf.cty' · when Kraig Kreuger
~ on a 36 yard field
goaJ with only :3 f seconds left
on the clock. Kreuger' s field
goal capped a furious rally late
in the fourth quarter that enabled-th,-l:O Vikes to overcome a
seemigly insurmountable 8 ·
point lead that Rippri he1d with
six minutes left to play. The
comeback was spearheaded by
the passing of Quarterback
Dean Walsh, but it took
outstanding performances by a
nllmber o1 players - poth offensive IUl(i defensive· - to bring it

put the Redmen in the hole by
unola?ing a 51 yard punt into
tpe Ripon end zone. From there
the defense took over, stopping
the Redmen in their tracks and
forcing them to kick the ball
back ~o Lawrence. The Ripon
punt traveled only to their 40
yard line, giving the Viking's
an opportunity they couldn' t affort to miss - and they didn 't .
Scott Reppert, who had been
stymied by a swarming Ripon
~efense earlier in the game,
fmally broke loose, sprinting 23
yards to the 17 yard line. From
there the Yikes needed only one
i:nore play to reach pay dirt -

finger~d Lawrence wingbacks, final period.
will be hosts to Minnesotathe V1kes moved down to the
In terms of statistics, the
Ripon 19 before calling time out Vikings were led by Walsh, who Morris, an excellent team that
to set up Kreuger's field goal. completed 16 of 35 passes for plays a schedule consisting
As the teams lined up for the 212 yards. Ehren caught 6 for mainly of Division I I (scholarfateful play, Ripon increased 81 yards, Ropella pulled in 5 for ships allowed) teams. This is
the tension by calling another 45 yards, and Schwank~ added t he first time that a Lawrence
team or a Midwest Conference
time out, hoping that the rilounting pressure would be too
~ eat for the so~homore place
kicker. The strategy backfired,
however, as Kreuger split the
uprights with a booming kick.
Ripon was to have one last
gasp before the game ended, ·
but, for the third time in a row,
the LU defensive unit shut off
all avenues of escape as big
Kurt Parker, living, up to his
pregame billing in the Ripon
program, sacked King twice in
a row to end t he contest.
While the Lawrence defense
dominated play at the end of #9 in y our program, #1 in you r heart.
Photo: Ski nner
the game, things were a little
different in the first half. 86 yards on 4 receptions.
squad has received this honor,
Kreuger opened the scoring
The win moves Lawrence into
and another good fa n t urnout is
with a 37 ya rd field goal early in the first round of t he NCAA
expected. The game will most
t he first quarter, but the lead Di v is ion III pla y offs on likely be cove.r ed on a regional
was not to last for long, as November 21, when the Vikings
television broadcast.
Ripon moved from its own 40 to
the Lawrence 15 before settling
for a 32 yard f1eld goal by Schwingshakl. In the second quarter,
the Redmen put together an 80
Schwanke: amazing grace. ,
yard drive, with tailback Tim
Ph o to: S k imwr
White scoring the touchdown
although it-certainly didn 't hap- on a dazzling 24 yard run that
pen the way it was called in the left a number of Lawrence
huddle. While looking for tight defenders gasping for air. Schwend Jeff Ropella on a sideline ingshakl' s ext ra point made the
pattern, quarter.back. Walsh score 10-3.
was forced to scramble out of
Lawrence came back with a
the pocket by a strong Ripon .long scoring drive themselves,
pass rush and Ropella, sensing going 71 yards in 8 plays before
Walsh was in trouble, broke his Scott Reppert dove over from
called pattern off and turned the one. Reppert, who finished
upfield, leaving his defender the game with 118 yards in 35
behind. Walsh spotted him just carries, went over the 100 yard _
before he was hit and unloaded mark for the 13th consecutive
the pass with milliseconds to game. He was uriable to do
spare, thus pulling the Vikes much in the first three quarters,
off.
back into the game,, 20-18 ..The though, and understandably,
The Vikings had come into Lawrentians still needed a two the Lawrence offense was held
the fourtl!_ quarter nursing a point conversion to ti~ the pretty much in check.
12-10 lead, but it quickly score, however, and once again
Kreuger managed another
evaporated when Ripon took Walsh came through with a field goal in the third quarter, a
adyantage of a fumbled punt clutch play, hitting his other 29 yarder that was set up by
return at the Lawrence 28 yard tightend Pat Schwanke, with a Ron Reising's fumble recovery.
Pig· in the wing
line. The fired-up Redmen ad- bullet in the middle of the end 'Those three points were very
There was a pig. The pig's name was Porky. H e
Vlllce4 the ball to the 9 before zone to even the game with 3:52 big at the time, since they ,
was a happy pig, splashing through mud fields. and
returned the lead to the Vikings
aettling for a 27 yard field goal · left to play.
groveling and shoving his way for feed corn. Porky
Ripon 's hopes for retaliation (Kreuger had missed on the ~x:
by Mark Schwingshakl. With
grew sad day by day as he saw his s tymates being
thllir next possession, the were quickly aborted when t~e tra point of th e earlier
made into bacon and shot full of ni t ra tes. One day a big
Redman appeared to take con- Viking d efen se once agam touchdown.) The 12-20 edge
truck came and carted Porky off t o a big Voit pla n t.
t.rol('.0£ the-game, as they PlJt refused to yield a first down that Lawrence held looked like
I{ammer in skull, Porky 's life ebbed away a s he resignt.o~ :1J 63 yard, 9 pl!fy and, after only four plays, the it might be the final score for ,
·ed himself to the fac t that he would soon b e m aking a
-drive which gave ball was back in the hands of awhile, since neither team
could manage a score t he rest of
posing 20-12 lead. the red-hot Viking offense.
satisfying ~hud, spiraling into t he desk-soft hands of
Although the Lawrentians the quarter. Little did anyone
wn came on a 17
distinguished gray haired leaders..
.
_
ke-v,in King, the stood to benefit as much from a expect what was to come in the
in Division II I tie as they did from a win litend Jeff Symc- Ripon having already lost once ·
ed the day with the Viking offense refu s~d . to
completing 20 · become conservative. M1xmg
the running of Scott Reppert
Jtfempts.
.aerial attack pro- with a couple of key t hird down
nnidable as well, passes t o J ack E hren, t he latest
• Letterheads •Score
point in the game in a line of weak-kneed but sure. squad needed
•Envelopes, •Fold
""!
offensive arsenal
•Resumes •Staple
Although -the
•Business Cards
1te· couldn't move
•Collate •Invoices
· tely ·after the
•Pad •NCR Forms
, Kreuger did
•Stitch •Flyers
•Cut & Trim •Brochures
•Perforate

Z:,.t'

Player cf tqe Week

How Can We
Help You?

MEDICAL
SCHOOL
OPENINGS

Immediate Openings
Available in Foreign
Medical School. Fully
Accredited for Dental
and Vetrinary Schools.
Loans available. Interviews , beginning im mediately'.

. to name a
few ways!

a.fi~!t\; .
'!l#ii&-~®
The Now Printers..

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR PABST
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE TO
FIND OUT WHAT SERVICES,
PROMOTIONAL IDEAS AND
QUALITY PRODUCTS WE HAVE TO
MAKE YOUR PARTY A SUCCESS.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, <::ALL:
I

For further det ail s and/or appointment Call : Dr. Manley

{716) 88.2-2803

308 N. Appleton St.

_

Two blocks north of Prange 's J ust 5 block s off campus

. 734-9997

Ch~ck Keller or Randy Daul
x6852 3rd Floor Plantz

/
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Sports Profile

Sports
-·

The Skinner Box

Weatherall:
•

Last Saturday 's contest against Ripon was a prime example of the classic college football game. All of th~ necessary
elements were present: a warm, sunny day, a stadm~ packed
with fans from both schools, the Midwest conferenc~ t!tle on the
lirte and ·a thrilling last-second victory by the V1kmgs. One
couid not ask for more. But best .'o f al.I w~s the presence of
something that has been . sorely lackmg at Lawrence
lately-school spirit. As corny and old-fashioned as the con~ept
sounds, spirit is an essential part of a success~! college env1ro~ment, because it results in feelin~~ of pn?e towards one s_
university and .contributes to a pos1t1ve self-1mag~ ?n the part
of the university community as a whole. That spmt has been
missing for _a long time here, and it's return should be
celebrated.
The game was billed as the most important of ~he year for
both teams. because an NCAA playoff berth, the Midwest ~onference 's first ever , would go to the victor. Lawrence c~e 1~to
the game as the slight favorite, boastin_g a 16_-game wmmng
streak and a national number 5 rankmg. Ripon, however,
possessed the number 1 passing a~tac~ in the nation, led by
senior All-American candidate Kevm Kmg at q~arterback. In
addition , the Vikings had not really been tested since ~he l_oss of
star offensive tackle and All-American Ken Urbanski, tailback
Scott Reppert's leading blocker, to injury .. So the game was a_
trial and the final score would be the verdict.
The Vikings were understandably nervous goin~ into the
game. and their first play from scrimmage reflected this and set
t he tone for the first 3112 quarters of play. It was a sweep to Reppert, the Vike's bread-and-butter play, but Ripon's defense contained him, and the play resulted in the two-yard loss. Lawrence
started to fall apart, fell behind 7-3, then 10-9, and finally 20-12
with approxi mately four .minutes to go in the game. Things did
not look bright, and the team was in a panic-they were going to
lose, thought many of the players; they were actually going to
lose.
Then, with all hope seemingly lost, something strange happened. The Lawrence fans had quietly watched their team roll
over their opponents all season long, and in typical Lawrence
fashion had remained rather apathetic throughout . . To the
players and their hard-core fans this had been very disappointing, and they had come not to count on Lawrentians for support... but all of this was to change in the span-of one short afternoon. For when they were most needed, when the chips were
down, the Lawrence fans rode like the cavalry to the rescue of
their beleaguered squad. All of a sudden they realized that their
team, their supposedly unbeatable, unexciting juggernaut
might lose, and they resolved not to let this happen. The turning point came, like it often does, on the heels of a .stroke of fortune. Ripon, with the ball on their own 2.9 yard line, was called .
for holding, putting them back on their 10. Suddenly, a glimmer
of light flickered-if the Yikes could stop Ripon here, they
would have good field position on offense, and might be able to
score. The crowd let out a hopeful cheer. On the very next play
the game was really won, for number 67, Murray McDonough,
broke through the Ripon line and sacked quarterback Kevin
King on his own 1-foot line. The fans went cra~y-they weren't '
going to let their team give up yet. The Viking defense,
bolstered by this snow of support, held and forced the Redmen
to punt out of their own end zone. The Yikes recovered the ball
on their own 40, and the offense re-entered the game. There was
time for one last effort; if they didn 't score on this drive the
game was surely lost.
Scotty Reppert, who had been having a disappointing day,
lined up in his usual slot at tailback, and on the first play, an offtackle run, surged forward on pure determination for a 23-yard
gain. Again the crowd exploded, urging the Yikes onward. With ·
a first down at the Ripon 33 yard line, quarterback Dean Walsh
called for a short pass. Dropping back, he found both Pat
Schwanke and Jack Ehren, his primary receivers, covered, and
was forced to scramble. Somehow, however, the offensive line
. that injury-plagued, untested group, provided Walsh with ~
extra second of protect!on, just long enough to see senior• tight
end Jeff Ropella streaking down the left sideline and to hit him
with a perfect 33-yard scoring strike. Now the Yikes needed two
points to tie the game, and again the line provided Walsh with
enough time to find his secondary receiver, ScJiwanke, in the
end z_one for the conversion. Now the fans were on their feet
chee~mg! and LU f'.resident Rik Warch was pacing nervously on
the_ sidelines, frant!cally ~hain-smoking in a futile attempt to remam ~aim. The V1kes kic~ed off, and again the defense held,
a~d With 23 se~onds remaining the offense had the ball on the
Ripon 19-yard line. The tension hung thick in the air; the entire
season now r~sted ~quarely on the.toe of kicker Kraig Kreuger,
~ho had earlier rrussed an extra point and a field goal. This
t~me, hov.:ever, he would not miss, and as the ball sailed past the
nght upnght, the Yikes won the game 23-20.
'' A~ the clock reached 00:00, an incredible feeling pervaded
t~e ~1e!d: fans and . players - with hugging each other ind1s_c:un~nat~ly, ~h_e fie!~ was a mass of exultant humanity,
umf1ed 1~ the_sp1r_1t of victory, Lawrentians in true community
fo r th~ first time m recent memory . It was a sight wliich I, for
one, will ~ever forget, for 1t was the realization of that lofty oftP:eache? ideal of the uni versity as a family . No Lawrentian'who
VJewed 1t _could help but have been positively affected by the
game, fo r 1t was one of those rare even.ts' which transcended the
boun~s of mere athletics and became experiential in itself It is
for this reason that those who say athletics are overemph~sized
~ La~encef are wrong, for the shared experience of that one
ve;e;e~raf
for those present, made Lawrence a

;r:e~~ t:s,

· .

by Rebel
Lik e as the waves mak e
towards th e p ebbled shore,
So do our minutes has ten to
their end; .
.
Each chang ing p lace with that
which goes before,
In sequent toil all for wards do
contend.
-S hakespeare, sonnet LX

Bobby Weatherall sat . deep
within the bowels of Alexander
Gym, thoughtles~. motionless,
seeminglycatatomc.Hehad_been
a troubled boy, at times
beleaguered ·beyond all human
capability, but at this m~ment
his mind was indifferent, insensate, hardened, turned, to stone
by so many tragedies of t~e
soul. About him bustled his
teammates, fellow soccer
players who hurriedly showered
and dressed, glad to have the
chance to leave the cursed
building and. the condemned
field where the agon y and the
sweat of the ' human spirit lay
unattended . They were glad to
leave, but Bobby remained.
And slowly , ever so slowly, the
thoughts of Bobby Weatherall
returned to plague the mind of
the solitary figure in which they
were imprisoned.
Oh, sure-he had enjoyed his
successes enough_- of this we
had evio.ence and no doubt. He
had eve,n gott:en an "A" on a
Freshman Studies paper once.
But all that was somehow unimportant, somehow less real,
than ~he cognitive wrestling
match he underwent each waking moment and the emotional
roller coaster upon which he
rode. He began to ponder the
transient nature of human existence, and the words poured
forth. There was no one to hear
him but an uninterested Leo as
he emptied hi.s sordid soul:
"The world changes and truths
cannot be embalmed ... we may
as well require a man to wear
the coat which fitted him as a
boy, as civilization to remain
forever under the regime of its
barbarous ancestors."
Bobby _g_azed uncomprehendingly at the dirty gray locker
in front of him, inhaling the
poisoned stench of stale sweat,

the olfactory reminder of steam. He sees a si
pathetic aspiration. He and so diluted, artificial ligh
many others had aspired to be · smiles. He speaks
better, somehow greater than conviction: "What p
all those who had g _o ne what _country, ·what
before-only to come t~ t~e the world?" A h
naked realization of their m- stings his _unanticipa
escapable mediocrity . As a " It's a goddam locker
callow youth he had seen out; I'm going home,n
mediocrity and had come to denly Leo materializes
loathe . it; as a more worldly uncalled, and does liis Q
As the ·fading s
adult he had experienced bland
ambition and had come to seduces the eager,
despise its bitter taste. ~e ·w estern horizon, a
stared blindly at the crusty til- vitality lifts up the ho
ed floor . He stared but did not and gives-wings to his
ing spirit. ~oon he is
see.
b'
More thoughts, more em 1t- deed euphoric, and all
tered themes flowed back to happened this temi, all
him, marching before his . con- ever happened, lo
sciousness like so many bloated significance. l:Jobby '
and lifeless alewives washing Weatherall hops into hiB'
up on the shores of an oil- bounds up t;he
slicked Lake Michigan. He stairs, leaps _o ut .the d
remembered an earlier time, a flies into his recently d
time in which he and those he VW. He speeds -off,
knew were unknowing and an utterly ear-da
therefore more carefree. Bobby tion of Jimmy Buffet's'
recalled days lost in third floor a Son of a Sailor,''
Ormsby, when he had picked blasting.., as he takes
his friend Kenny Urbanski up yard shortcut q_ver
off the ground and threw him Walter's front lawn. ThB
through a wall in a moment of is his now; he is the
divine inspiration and groggy his destiny, and ~
inebriation. But now all that re- Olympian _control seizes
mained of that innocent era was he weaves and darts
another physical plant failure, a through traffic in anti ·
wall that never, nor ever will be of another laudable Phi,;
completely repaired. The girls meal. John Doe . awai
in third floor Ormsby look at Spoon fishtails _o.ff M
that wall and fall in love -with · and onto John St., roll
the cute soccer captain that stop, and sprints thro
decimated it.
quad to his belovecJ cas
For the first time in over an the blue doors. As he en
hour, Bobby stirs. He gradually living room he shouts, "
gathers the last vestige of didis longum valedico
energy into a concentrated ef- A long farewell ·to thesefort and manages to glance up- ing ttjfles.
ward through the stagnant

Tennis ladies thump iheir w
to respectable conference-fini
' by A. Joint Effort
ing to Beloit in the finals. Both
The LU Women's tennis team -Michelle Bernardi at no. 4 and
wrappeq up their season the Ellen O'Laughlin at no. 5 won
weekend of Oct. 31 with the in the consolations, each taking
Wic-Wac Conference tourna- 1 a third .place. Playing at no. 6
ment held at St .. Norbert's. The
was Susie Lurie, who fost to St.
doubles were played on Friday
Norbert's in the finals. At the
with . Ellen O 'Laughlin and
end of the day the results-were
Michelle Bernardi winning the
in: St. Norbert's had won the
c__onference at no. 3 doubles.
conference while finishing only
Both teams of Alison Warcup
and Heidi. Berres at no. 1 three points ahead of Lawrence
doubles and Jessie Olson and who placed second. Beloit
finished third, only one point
Susie Lurie at no. 2 took se- .behind
-LU.
cond, losing in the finals to St.
During the last meeting of
Norbert's and in a three setter
to Beloit, respectively.
Going into the · singles on
Saturday, LU was sitting well
on top of the pack. With their
R&C's (revenge,and courage, of
co~r1$e) running through their
vems · they took on their . op•
P?nents. Heidi Berres at no. 1
smgles lost in the finals to
Margaret Bayer of Ripon. The
match was the highlight of the
sports news that night which
featur.ed Heidi's serving form
At no. 2 Alison' Warcup played
a tough three se.t match in the
semi-finals, losing to St
Norbert's, whose player went
on to win in the finals: Jessie
Olson at no. 3 took second, los•

this year's tennis team,
Berres was elected cap
next year. As one often
the end of a season
much reminiscing. Alison
Jessie will be sorely
next year. ·For who
translate coach's drivmg
tions (in French that is)
who will · J(eep us aof
McDonald's so we eat
healthy food once in aw~J
was a great season that ~
successfully with a 8
place in conference.

TH'f R~SPECTABLE 01'JES.

